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Introduction

The Papers were acquired by the National Library of Ireland from Elizabeth Lady Campbell in January 2004 (Accession 6048).

Pamela Fitzgerald, eldest daughter of Lord Edward Fitzgerald, the United Irishman, and his wife Pamela (née Sims, d. 1831), was born at Hamburg in 1796. She married Sir Guy Campbell on 21 November 1820. Sir Guy’s first wife, Frances Elizabeth (née Burgoyne), had died in 1818. They had an only child who was named after her mother. The marriage of Sir Guy and Lady Pamela produced eleven children.

The Papers mostly consist of correspondence with family and friends.

Additional papers of Lady Campbell and her family held by the National Library are listed in Collection List 46 (Lennox / Fitzgerald / Campbell Papers).
I  Papers of Sir Guy Campbell (d. 1849)

For correspondence with his son Guy Colin Campbell (1824-1853) see MS 40,030 /1-3 below.
For additional typescript copy letters see MS 40,028 /18-19 below.

MS 40,024 /1  Army commissions. 1794-1849. 6 items.
Includes his appointment as Deputy Quarter Master General to the forces in Ireland.

MS 40,024 /2  Correspondence re medals and other awards. 1842-1849. 8 items.

MS 40,024 /3  Campbell’s memorial to the Duke of York re his military service; with covering note and part of typed transcript of the memorial. 1825 and undated. 3 items.

MS 40,024 /4  Letters from his eldest son, Sir Edward Fitzgerald Campbell: ca 1830-1849. 6 items.

MS 40,024 /5  Family and related correspondence. 1814-1843 and undated. 10 items.

MS 40,024 /6  Miscellaneous correspondence. 1826-1848. 13 items.

II  Papers of Lady Pamela Campbell (1796-1869)

II.i  General papers

MS 40,025 /1  “Anecdotes of Wm. Ogilvie and the Duchess of Leinster. By the late Alexander Mangin Esqr;”. Also: similar, by Andrew Caldwell. 12pp + cover.
Docketed: “To Lady Campbell with Sir G. Cockburns best compts”.

MS 40,025 /2  Letter to Sir Edward Blakeney re military pension for Lady Campbell. 1849 Feb 12.

“Memorandum in the case of my sudden death. [before 1853], and 1860 Sept. 1. 2 items + cover,

“Memorandum – After my death”. 1852 Dec. 12.

Memories of life in “an old fashioned house near Dublin”.

Recollections of her friend written for his daughter Jane.

Notes on a parable. April 1855.

List of marriages and places of residence of her children. Ca 1865.

Receipts for payments connected with family interments. 3 items.

Specifications for work to be carried out on Lady Campbell’s house at Thames Ditton. 1866 Oct. 13.

Invoices and receipts connected with work carried out on house at Thames Ditton. 1868-1869.

Visiting card of Lady Campbell. Ca 1867.

**MS 40,025 /3**

Transcripts of translations of poems by Paul Gerhardt.

List of places where Lady Campbell lived.

Various fragments in French and English.

Notes used in lessons for her children.

**MS 40,025 /4**

Books belonging to Lady Campbell:


Notes on Lady Campbell’s children and grandchildren at end.


On half-title: “From Lady Elizabeth Clements. – Feb. /59.-”


**MS 40,025 /5**

Statements of receipts from the estate of Lady Sophia Fitzgerald, deceased. 1866-1868. 5 items.

---

### II.ii Correspondence

#### II.ii.1 Family correspondents

*For correspondence with her son Guy Colin Campbell (1824-1853) see MS 40,030 /1-3 below.*

**MS 40,026 /1**

To her son Sir Edward Fitzgerald Campbell (1822-1882) and his wife Georgina (d. 1872; née Metcalfe):
/1: 1852. 3 items.
1859-1861. 36 items (24 bound; 12 disbound).

/2: 1859-1864. 33 items.

/3: 1865-1866. 29 items.

/4: 1867. 32 items.

/5: 1868-1869. 26 items.

/6: Undated, fragments. 1 folder.

MS 40,026 /7
(1) From her son Sir Edward Fitzgerald Campbell (1822-1882): ca 1840-1860. 12 items.

(2) “Letters written by Sir Edward Campbell to his mother Pamela Lady Campbell on the death of his brother Guy.” Also, to his sister Fanny. [1853]. Typed transcript and copy.

MS 40,027 /1
From her son Frederick Augustus Campbell: 1860 Sept. 9.
While on military service in China.

MS 40,027 /2

MS 40,027 /3
From her daughter, Julia Freemantle (d. 1910): Mostly undated; ca. 1868-1869.

MS 40,027 /4
From members of the family of the Duke of Leinster:

From Caroline, Duchess of Leinster: [1853] Nov. 30.
On the death of her sister, Caroline Anne Sandford.

On the death of the 7th Earl of Carlisle.

Re Lady Campbell’s investments.

From Jane Repton.
[1859 Feb.] 16
On the death of her mother, Charlotte Augusta, Duchess of Leinster.

From Charles William, 4th Duke of Leinster (then Marquess of Kildare): 1863 Aug. 27.
Demolition of Lord Edward Fitzgerald’s lodge at Kildare.

**MS 40,027 /5-7**

From her daughter, Georgina Preston (d. 1899):

/5: 1847-1849. 5 items.

/6: 1862-1868. 8 items.
Includes account of 1864 European tour.

/7: Undated. 8 items.

**II.ii.2 Other correspondents**

**MS 40,028 /1**

From Richard Airey:
1853 July 21.
Condolences on death of her son.

**MS 40,028 /2-4**

From George Eden, Earl of Auckland:

/2: 1828-1840. 9 items.

/3: 1842-1844. 11 items.

/4: 1845-1846, and undated fragment. 9 items.

**MS 40,028 /5**

From Sir Edward Blakeney (1778-1868):
1853 Oct. 3.
Condolences on the death of her son Colin.

**MS 40,028 /6**

(1) From George William Frederick Howard, 7th Earl of Carlisle:
1837-1864. 14 items.

(2) “Letters from Lord Carlisle”. Typed transcripts and copy of 4 letters.

(3) From Henry George, Earl Grey:
Re the death of the 7th Earl of Carlisle.

From Caroline Georgina Lascelles, (d. 1881):
1864 Dec. 31.
Re the death of her brother, the 7th Earl of Carlisle.

**MS 40,028 /7**

From William Lennox Lascelles, 22nd Baron De Ros:
Includes letters from De Ros to Charles Stanford and to Percy Wyndham, two of Lady Campbell’s sons-in-law:
1845-1866 and undated. 6 items.

**MS 40,028 /8-9**

From Emily Eden, sister of the Earl of Auckland:
/8: Undated; mostly 1840s. 5 items.

/9: Mostly undated; 1830s and 1840s. Typed transcripts (19 items)

MS 40,028 /10 From Lady Lucy Foley:
1844, 1849, 3 items.

MS 40,028 /11 From Thomas Hamilton, 9th Earl of Haddington:
1841 Oct. 29.

MS 40,028 /12 From Henry Richard Vassall, Baron Holland:
Undated; ca 1835. 2 items.

MS 40,028 /13 From Louisa, Marchioness of Lansdowne:
Undated; ca 1838-1844. 11 items.

MS 40,028 /14 From Captain George F. Lyon, her brother-in-law:
1826, 1827. 2 items.

MS 40,028 /15 From Sir Clements Robert Markham:
Undated; ca 1875. 1 item.
Refers to his article on North Pole in The Quarterly Review.

MS 40,028 /16 From members of the Napier family, including Sir Charles Napier,
Lady Caroline Napier:
1856-1869 and undated. 7 items.

MS 40,028 /17 General and unidentified correspondence:
1836-1868 and undated.

Lord Chesterfield and Peter Warren Dease to Sir Guy Campbell.
Charles Fox, Charles Napier, Lord Donoughmore and the Earl Grey to Lady Pamela Campbell.

MS 40,028 /19 Untitled series of transcripts of letters to Sir Guy and Lady Pamela
Campbell. 1830-1866. Typed transcripts ([38] pp.) with copy.
Fitzroy Somerset to Sir Guy Campbell. Gilbert, 2nd Earl of Minto;
Thomas 9th Earl of Haddington; George William, 4th Earl of
Clarendon; Augustus Frederick, 3rd Duke of Leinster, Lord
Auckland; and others to Lady Campbell.

MS 40,028 /20 “Letters to Lady Campbell from Various People – 1844-1858.
Typed transcripts ([55] pp.) with copy.
Lord Auckland, Lord John Russell, Georgina Preston, Earl Grey,
Lord Clarendon, Earl of Carlisle.
III Papers of Sir Edward Fitzgerald Campbell

For letters to his father Sir Guy Campbell see MS 40,024 above.
For correspondence with his brother Guy Colin Campbell (1824-1853) see MS 40,030 /4 below.

MS 40,029 /1 From his brother Frederick Augustus Campbell: 1860-1862. 7 items.

MS 40,029 /2 From his sister Emily Ellis and her husban Major Charles Ellis and their daughter Lucy: 1854-1874 and undated. 53 items.

MS 40,029 /3 From his sister Georgina Preston (d. 1899) to Campbell and to his wife Georgina: 1845-1872 and undated. 15 items.

MS 40,029 /4 From his sister Lucy Smyth (d. 1898): 1846-1862. 7 items.

MS 40,029 /5 From various family members including his sisters Madeline Wyndham and Mary Carleton and his brother-in-law Fitzroy William Freemantle. 1846-1866. 1 folder.

MS 40,029 /6 “Lord Dalhousie’s Letters to Papa”. 1851-1853. Typed transcripts with copy.

IV Papers of Guy Colin Campbell

MS 40,030 /1-3 Correspondence with his parents Sir Guy and Lady Pamela Campbell (1824-1853):

/1-2: 1836-1852 and undated. Ca 70 items in 2 folders:

/1: With his mother.

/2: To his father.

/3: 1836-1851. 13 items loosely arranged in marbled binding with label “Miscellaneous Letters.”.

MS 40,030 /4 Correspondence with his brother Sir Edward Fitzgerald Campbell: 1837-1852 and undated. 11 items.

MS 40,030 /5 Letters to his sisters Emily Ellis, Georgina Preston and Pamela
Stanford, and with his step-sister Frances Harvey. 1842-1849 and undated. 7 items.

**MS 40,030 /6** Logbooks compiled by Campbell:

(1) “Commencing Nov. 2\textsuperscript{nd} 1848 ending – Jany. 15\textsuperscript{th} 1850.” 1 vol. with separate sketch of ship, and drawing of hunting scene and portrait of campbell in separate envelope.

(2) “Log and proceedings of HMS Asia &c. being the Flag of rear Admrl Phipps Hornby, Robert Stopford – Captain kept by Guy Colin Campbell, Lieutenant”. 1850 Jan. 16-July 5. 1 vol.

(3) “Log and proceedings of HMS Champion”. 1850 July 6-1851 Apr. 30. 1 vol. with 2 sketches at end.

**MS 40,030 /7** Appointments of Campbell to serve as Lieutenant on HMS Thunderbolt and Bittern. 1846 Aug. 19, 1852 Sept. 17. 2 items.

**MS 40,030 /8** Correspondence and other documents relating to the death of Campbell while serving with the Royal Navy on the sloop Bittern off Singapore, 23 April 1853. 1 folder.

V Other family papers

**MS 40,031 /1** Correspondence:

(1) To Rev. Charles Stanford, husband of Pamela Campbell (d. 1859). 1849, 1868. 5 items.

(2) From Georgina Preston to her sister Emily and to Emily’s husband Charles Ellis. 1864. 2 items.

(3) Between Georgina Preston and her sister Madeline Wyndham. Undated. 2 items.

(4) From Freddy Fitzgerald to Guy Campbell. 1913 Aug. 23. Surviving correspondence of Lord Edward Fitzgerald


**MS 40,031 /2** Heads of the marriage settlement between Mary Campbell and William Carleton. [1867].